The conditions for obtaining a realistic geodynamo model which accurately describes the dynamo really existing in the core of the Earth are discussed. The problem of model selection originates from the fact that the equations governing the geodynamo contain unknown parameters which should be found by fitting the geodynamo solution to available observational parameters. The system of geodynamo equations, taken from the paper by Braginsky and Roberts (1995) is provided here with short explanations. The set of unknown parameters of a geodynamo model is established. A new non-dimensional parameter is introduced which measures the relative strength of the sources driving the core convection from the "top" and from the "bottom". Available observational parameters necessary for fitting the simulated geodynamo model to observations are discussed, particularly those which originate from the analysis of MAC-waves in the Earth core.
Introduction
There is a remarkable parallel between successive steps in the development of kinematic and hydromagnetic geodynamo models.
After the "prohibiting" Cowling theorem (Cowling, 1933) was published (see also numerous references in Moffatt (1978) ) the kinematic dynamo problem looked extremely difficult and there even appeared doubts at that time as to whether the dynamo generation in a homogeneous fluid is altogether possible. Then some artificial mathematical models were constructed, which proves the existence of a solution for the kinematic dynamo problem with the fluid velocity properly prescribed. A more natural kinematic problem, simulating the geodynamo in a spherical volume of conducting fluid with a "reasonable" velocity field, was out of the reach for about 30 years since the work of Cowling. The main difficulty of the problem is in its 3-dimensionality demanded by the Cowling theorem. An attempts to overcome the difficulty by the "brute force method", that is directly by numerical computations, were not quite successful because of insufficient power of these days computers.
An "intermediate" axially symmetric model was constructed by Parker (1955) . In this model the 2-dimensional generation of the toroidal (zonal) magnetic field from the poloidal (meridional) field was considered quantitatively, but essentially 3-dimensional generation of the meridional magnetic field from the zonal field by the assumed asymmetric (helical) motion was considered in a qualitative way. The kinematic problem was solved by Braginsky (1964a) and by Steenbeck et al. (1966) with two different methods. Both methods combine the analytical approach with a numerical solution of the derived axisymmetric dynamo equations. Braginsky (1964a) model is based on the assumption of small deviation of the geodynamo from axial symmetry. The model possesses an axisymmetric meridional circulation and a large zonal velocity, and the nonaxisymmetric motion in the form of large-scale waves of small amplitude, running along the longitude. These waves produce an inclination of the geomagnetic dipole axis, and are also responsible both for the generation of the poloidal field, and for geomagnetic secular variations 1035 with periods about thousand years. The possibility of excitation of such waves (later called "MAC -waves") was shown by Braginsky (1964b) . The model also takes into account the solid inner core with finite conductivity, and in the state of equilibrium under magnetic torque. The multitude of kinematic models then appear, and the terms a-effect and w-effect become standard for two parts of generation mechanism. An increase in the power of computers made it possible to obtain numerically the 3-dimensional kinematic models with a magnetic field resembling the one of the Earth (Kumar and Roberts, 1975) .
At this time it became clear that any velocity field of large enough amplitude which has helicity can generate a magnetic field. Moreover, many various velocity fields in a conducting sphere would produce a magnetic field resembling that of the Earth. A kind of non-uniqueness was directly demonstrated in the model of Braginsky (1964a) , namely the identical generation coefficients (a-effect) can be produced by the waves of different form.
A hydromagnetic theory was too hard a nut for immediate implementation. Artificial mathematical models were constructed which demonstrated the existence of a solution of the hydromagnetic problem, at least in some specific cases. Many "intermediate" hydromagnetic models were developed where part of the axisymmetric velocity field is found from the equations of fluid dynamics but something have been prescribed-usually a-effect and the thermal wind which drives the dynamo. The intermediate models add significantly to the understanding of some physical mechanisms, especially of the problem of the angular moments equilibrium ("Taylor condition"), and of the influence of the solid inner core on magnetic field evolution. Intermediate models, however, still suffer from arbitrariness. A solution of the complete system of equations for fluid mechanics, diffusion (of heat and light admixture) and electrodynamics is an obvious necessity. Fortunately computers have developed now to a very high level, so that numerical simulation of the complete system turns out to be possible.
The first numerical solution of the complete 3-dimensional system, that gives magnetic field resembling that of the Earth was obtained recently by Glatzmaier and Roberts (1995a) . A tremendous amount of the "brute force" was applied-more than 2000 CPU hours on Cray C-90 super computer for one variant of the simulation. The field resembling that of the Earth was obtained in this paper, and a reasonable picture of a dipole reversal was produced by Glatzmaier and Roberts (1995b) . These reasonable results were obtained despite the fact that both papers used a thermal boundary condition on the core mantle boundary which does not correspond to the real conditions in the Earth core, and the assumed magnitudes of some important parameters of the model are far from those in the Earth. The geodynamo model by Glatzmaier and Roberts (1996a) which is based on the correct equations developed by Braginsky and Roberts (1995) and uses the better values of parameters has much in common with the model of Glatzmaier and Roberts (1995a) . This demonstrates that a "general look" of the external field is not very sensitive to the details of the geodynamo model. For hydromagnetic models of the geodynamo, as for kinematic models, we also meet the problem of indeterminacy. An "accurate picking" is necessary to isolate the realistic model from the multitude of possible simulations. This cannot be done by a pure theoretical reasoning as was emphasized by Braginsky (1991) .
The papers by Roberts (1995a,b, 1996a ) start a new epoch in the development of a geodynamo theory. One may expect that a realistic model of the geodynamo will be obtained in the forseeable future.
The obvious difficulty lies in the lack of knowledge of some parameters of the model. To find them we need a practical way to test the numerical solutions against a detailed enough set of :observational data. The number of "observed parameters" (OP) should be greater than the number of essential "unknown parameters" (UP) of the model.
The problem of establishing the realistic geodynamo model turns to be especially difficult because even the highly oversimplified. geodynamo models can produce the results which look plausible. The best example is given by the mentioned above models of Glatzmaier and Roberts (1995a,b) where the condition of the fixed temperature on the core-mantle boundary was used which has no physical foundation. Another example is given by the numerical model by Kuang and Bloxham (1996) who used the equations, boundary conditions and parameters significantly different from those used by Roberts (1995a, 1996a) . Kuang and Bloxham (1996) obtained the strong field dynamo model with the internal field different from that obtained in the papers of Roberts (1995a, 1996a) but with predominantly dipole external magnetic field which reminds that of the Earth. Quite different geodynamo models can produce plausible external magnetic field. If, however, we are interested in the modeling of the genuine geomagnetic field and all other fields in the real Earth we should use the physically adequate geodynamo model, and we should find the way to check it by comparison with observations. The first step to realistic geodynamo model is then to use the correct equations and the proper boundary conditions for the geodynamo model. These were derived in detail from the fundamental equations by Braginsky and Roberts (1995) , hereinafter BR95. Their results, with rather short explanations, are presented in the next Section. In Section 3 we isolate a set of UP and in Section 4 the problem of OP is discussed. A convenient new non-dimensional parameter (40) is introduced which measures a comparative power of top and bottom sources of the core convection.
Spherical and cylindrical coordinates are used below. They are denoted by (r, 9, 0) and (z, s, 0), where z is the axis of Earth's rotation, z = rcosO, s = rsin9, and 0 is the East longitude. A self explanatory system of notation is adopted where each physical quantity is distinguished by a combination of a letter and a suffix that have unique meanings. For example, the letter p is used everywhere for density, the superscripts S and ~ always are associated with entropy and composition, the subscripts a and c always mark the basic and convectional quantities etc.
Equations Governing the Geodynamo
The geodynamo is governed by the well known classical equations of fluid mechanics, electrodynamics, and thermodynamics. To apply these fundamental equations to the geodynamo problem one should separate very small convecting quantities from much greater equilibrium background quantities. Boundary conditions should be also established in conformity with the physical conditions in the core. The density perturbations, pc, associated with convection in the fluid core are very small, pc ti 10-7 g cm-3, while the equilibrium basic density of the core is Pa -10 g cm-3. For example, the density averaged over the fluid core is po = 10.9 g cm-3. Density change in the core due to compression, Spa = Pa -PO -1 g cm-3, is about 7 orders of magnitude greater than pc in sharp contrast to the more common situation in a laboratory convection where Spa << pc, and approximation p = po + pc with po = constant is usually assumed.
We decompose all physical quantities in the core into basic and convectional parts: P = Pa + Pc, P Pa + pc, T = Ta + Tc, U=Ua+Uc, ~= a+'c, S=Sa+Sc.
Here p is density, p is pressure, T is temperature, S is entropy per unit of mass, ~ is mass fraction of a light admixture, and U is gravitational potential. The subscript c on a quantity shows that it is associated with the convection and the subscript a refers to the basic state. The basic quantities evolve on a slow (geological) time scale, to -109yr, while the convectional quantities change on a much shorter time scale tc. This symbol refers to a variety of effects with characteristic times N (1-105) yr. We denote the time derivative over the slow time by dot, e.g. ea, Sa, and use t, at instead of t, a/&, for the convectional time.
The basic state is assumed to be equilibrium and well mixed, that is chemically homogeneous and isentropic (adiabatic): VSa=0, (2a, b, c) where g is gravity acceleration in the basic state. It should be emphasized that conditions (2b,c) are based on the strong assumption that some kind of turbulence exists in the core and mixes the core fluid rather vigorously. The well known "adiabatic gradients" of density and temperature in the basic state are VPa = (OPIOP)s,tVPa = Pag/us , VTa = (aT/ap)s,~VPa = asg .
Here us is seismic velocity, and as = aTa/cp, where a is thermal coefficient of volume expansion, and cp the specific heat at constant pressure. The density perturbation, pc, in the fluid core is very small, hence its thermodynamic expression can be linearized as where as and ae are entropy and compositional expansion coefficients, The term
which depends linearly on the perturbations of entropy and admixture concentration, Sc and ~c, is called "codensity" in BR95. All coefficients are defined for the reference basic state, the suffix a is omitted for brevity. The perturbation of pressure, gravitational potential, and density create a force which can be expressed and transformed as:
-1 Opc -N7Uc + PC g = -Opc -P 2 V Pa -VU, + PC 2 g + Cg = -VP + Cg . The terms proportional to PC cancel out because of Eq. (3a). This simple transformation was given in BR95. It shows that the force that originates from perturbation of pressure, PC, can be absorbed in a gradient of a reduced pressure,
The Archimedean buoyancy force is determined only by codensity, C (so that C = -C may be called "buoyancy"), and it has a very simple expression: Cg. The perturbation of gravitational potential is also included (absorbed) in the term P, so that there is no need for additional efforts to take it into account. The equation of motion then looks like a Boussinesq approximation equation with a constant gravitational field but, in fact, it is obtained by identical transformation, without any approximations. Solution of the geodynamo problem is greatly simplified by this transformation.
To consider a process of convection one should filter out high frequency elastic (seismic) waves which are irrelevant to the convection time scale. It is necessary also to introduce the turbulent diffusion fluxes of heat and admixture perturbations because the molecular transport processes are so small in Earth's core that diffusive mixing is accomplished by turbulent fluid motion.
It is easy to filter out the elastic waves-it is just enough to omit the term i9tp, from the equation of mass conservation which then takes the form V (paV) = 0, where V is the fluid velocity of convection. The neglected term, at pc, is very small for the core convection frequencies, N L/V, which are many orders of magnitude smaller than frequencies of elastic waves. Here L and V are characteristic length and velocity. This simplification is called "anelastic approximation". It was used long ago in atmospheric science (Batchelor, 1953) and for the Earth core convection (Braginsky, 1964b) . It is, however, impossible to take the turbulent transport into account rigorously. In BR95 it is done in an approximate way by using a heuristic theory of local turbulence by Braginsky and Meytlis (1990) .
The governing system of equations (see BR95, Section 6) in a frame of reference rotating at constant angular velocity (I Q1 ., is
V'(PaV) = 0,
V.B = 0,
Here dt = at + (V • V) is a motional time derivative, F" = uV2V is a viscous force, 77 is magnetic diffusivity of the core, and po is the magnetic permeability of free space. The fluxes, IC and Is, due to the assumed local (small-scale) turbulence are approximated by diffusion terms with anisotropic diffusivity tensor Wt. Effective volume sources in Eqs. (11) and (12) contain the terms, ~a and Sa, arising due to change of basic quantities on a slow time scale, ta. The term oa is due to entropy production by heating on ta:
Here QR is the rate of radioactive heating per unit volume, and IT = -KT VTa is the heat flux down the adiabatic temperature gradient due to the molecular thermal conductivity, KT . The entropy production due to convection is given by the term ors: :
(15c) Here Q" > 0 and QJ > 0 are well known viscous and Joule heating terms, Qt > 0 is a dissipation due to turbulent mixing, and IC = -It -Is = -Wt t -VC is a flux of codensity. A molecular diffusion flux, IM, is very small, and corresponding dissipation, g -Im, is negligible in the Earth core. It is replaced by the dissipation (15c) due to the turbulent diffusion. The term, Qt = g • IC, was introduced by Braginsky (1964b) on the assumption that just the small-scale turbulence provided a diffusional transport in the Earth core. Expression (15c) is based on the general considerations, and does not depend on details of the local turbulence structure. It is shown by BR95 that the dissipation, Qt, is positive in the regions of unstable stratification, and one should put Wt = 0 in stable regions to have Qt > 0.
The viscosity of the core fluid, v, is very small. The Ekman layers at r = R1 and r = R2 can be described using the simple isotropic expression for the viscous force, with appropriate molecular viscosity, v1 or v2. A turbulent viscosity, vt, should be used to describe internal shear layers inside the main volume of the core. According to BR95, vt , 10-1ij. In the bulk of the core F" is negligibly small. The Earth's core consists of the fluid outer core (FOC) and the solid inner core (SIC) which we shall sometimes call the "Nucleus". The properties of the SIC are discussed in BR95, and only a few necessary comments are given here. The velocity of the SIC is V (r) = (IN x r where (IN = 1 N1z is the angular velocity of a solid-body rotation of the Nucleus.
This angular velocity is determined by the equation of rotation of the Nucleus, JNatI N = £2i where ,7N is the Nucleus' moment of inertia. The Nucleus is under the action of the sum of couples, G2 = 2 + 2 , created by the magnetic field, 2 , and by the viscous and topographic forces, G2. The latter term can be parametrized with unknown parameter(s), fN. The former term (probably dominating) can be directly calculated as soon as we know the magnetic field which determines Maxwell stresses on the ICB. Equation (9) for the region inside the Nucleus takes the form atB + 11NaOB = -VX(IJNVxB),
where 77N is the magnetic diffusivity of the Nucleus; B must be continuous at the ICB. Only a thermal conduction transports heat in the SIC by the flux IT = -KNOT where KN is the Nucleus' thermal conductivity. The FOC has a much greater (turbulent) thermal conductivity, pdcpkt >> KN, therefore, it provides a "heat bath" of a nearly uniform temperature in which the SIC lies. The Nucleus temperature is therefore, almost stationary on the t, scale, and nearly spherically symmetric.
The total thermal flux from the Nucleus to the FOC can be written as
where A2 = 47rR2, and the entropy flux density is IN = IN/T2. Here Q2 is a total radiogenic heat released in the SIC, Q2 is a heat released due to the cooling of the SIC, and (Q2) C is a Joule heating of the SIC averaged over convectional time scale. Equations (7)- (12), should be complemented with the boundary conditions at the inner core boundary (ICB), r = R2, and at the core-mantle boundary (CMB), r = R1. A fluid velocity on solid boundaries, V must obey the no-slip conditions. They may be replaced by simpler conditions: (18a, b) for the bulk of the core outside the Ekman layers, but corresponding viscous "frictional forces" are to be added. All components of the magnetic field are continuous at the ICB and CMB. Radial components of admixture and entropy fluxes at r = R1, R2 are determined by the conditions in the mantle and by the rate of growth of the inner core, and they should be specified at CMB and ICB:
(20a, b) We assume that CMB is impenetrable for impurities, so that IM = 0. The flux of heat through CMB, however, is crucial for the whole process of the core convection.
The condition of continuity of the heat flux at the CMB, T Irs(R1) + Ii = IM, implies
Here IM is the heat flux extracted from the core to the mantle, and Ii is the molecular heat flux down the adiabatic gradient. The value of IM depends on the coordinates 9, 0 but we take it to be a constant for simplicity. It would be premature to take the mantle asphericity into account because the non spherical parts of temperature and conductivity distributions are practically unknown. We restrict our consideration here by the geodynamo with spherically symmetric basic state. There is enough room now for such models. The total flux of heat from the core into the The time derivatives at ~c and at Sc are determined by Eqs. (11) and (12). To find the values Sa and Sa we introduce two averages: (...)v and (...)c. The first one is a simple average over the fluid volume, V12, so that the integral of any function, f, over the FOC is equal to V12(f)v, e.g. (pa)v = po. The second one is the average over the convectional time which possesses the obvious properties (ea)c = ~a and (atec)c = 0 (and the same for any other basic and convectional quantity). There is no need to specify it here more precisely.
Applying the double average ((...) c) v to Eq. (11) we obtain a simple relation between ~a and II, and using Eq. The value of Sa is determined by the core heat balance. The derivation of this balance is rather cumbersome. It is done in BR95 by manipulation with the geodynamo equations which were multiplied by the proper functions and then double averaged, ((...) c) v . The result of these calculations is nearly obvious:
At = ~aat((Ua -U2)Pa)V V12 , QS = -Sa(TaPa)1 Vi , QN = R2A2PNhN . (29a, b, c) It is assumed in Eq. (29a) that a~ is a constant. The terms QS and QR are calculated for the whole core volume, V1, including the SIC. In Eq. (29b) we assume that the value of Sa is the same in the SIC and the FOC.
The total heat flux to the mantle, QM, is expressed in Eq. (29) as a sum of sources arising from the radiogenic heating, QR, the gravitational differentiation, At, the decreasing entropy due to the cooling of the core, QS, and the heat of freezing, QN. All terms in the right hand side of Eq. (29) are proportional to Sa (if we use Eqs. (27b), (28) and (29a,c)), therefore this quantity can be found as soon as we know QM -QR. Then k2 also is known from Eq. (28).
It should be emphasized that only two external parameters should be prescribed to solve the system (7)- (12), for example, the values of IM and QR. If the heat removal from the core, QM, and the heat supply, QR, are prescribed the values R2 + atR2ci I2 + atI 1, and I2 + atI c are given by Eqs. (7)-(12); in other words, they are determined by the processes of the core convection and cooling, and the freezing of the SIC. A method of numerical integration of the geodynamo equations with application of the average (...)v but not using the average (...)c is given by Glatzmaier and Roberts (1996a) .
The utilization of the double average operation, ((...)v)c, like in derivation of Eq. (29) makes it possible to calculate the parameters Sa, R2, and also to estimate the geodynamo efficiency, as it was done in BR95. Another method of calculation of the long time dynamo evolution and estimation of comparative roles of the thermal and compositional sources of convection was developed by Buffett et al. (1996) .
Parameters of a Buoyancy Driven Geodynamo Model
To isolate the unknown parameters (UP) we should use the geodynamo governing equations and an available information on the entering physical parameters. The more physical parameters are known from laboratory experiments or from a theory the less are to be fitted by comparison with the observed parameters (OP). The number of the UP should be minimal but sufficient to account for the most significant processes in the geodynamo.
The magnetic diffusivity 71 was estimated in BR95 as 77 = 2 m2s-1 using the experimental data by Matassov (1977) . Probably the accuracy of this value is not worse (may be better) than 50 % but this should be checked up, so that q could be considered as a UP. Nevertheless, to minimize the number of the UP we take q below as a known quantity.
The turbulent diffusivity tensor,Wt, on the contrary, is very poorly known. We write it in the form 'Wt = iji according to the estimates obtained by Braginsky and Meytlis (1990) : Kzz K,00 -77 but Kt ,, << r). The following important properties of the turbulent diffusivity tensor are quite certain from qualitative considerations, even in the absence of a rigorous theory of turbulence. First, the Wt's in Eqs. (13a). and (13b) are identical because both heat and admixture inhomogeneities are transported by the same mixing process. Second, the turbulent diffusivity is highly anisotropic because of a strong influence of Coriolis and magnetic forces; the turbulent transport is going faster along the directions SZ and B while it is much slower in direction perpendicular to both these vectors. Third, the turbulent diffusivity should be put to zero in the locally stable regions, where g • VC > 0 to keep the turbulent entropy production (15c) positive. The simplest (oversimplified) parametrization for 13 could be DZj = Dt6i;, where the constant Dt measures the characteristic ratio of the turbulent diffusivity to the magnetic diffusivity. A more detailed parametrization (but difficult to implement) could be attained with three diffusion coefficients corresponding to the geodynamo symmetry: Dzx , Dt, DOO -Dt, D83 « Dt, and depending "reasonably" on VC and B.
There are several UP in the boundary conditions (21), (22). To understand them better it is convenient to work with dimensionless quantities. To make Eqs. (7)- (12) 
where the ratio Nu = IM /h = QM/Qi is called the Nusselt number. Its value is unknown, and even the sign of Nu -1 is unknown, so that the parameter IM (or Nu) should be found by fitting a geodynamo model to observational data. Stationary fluxes at r = r2 depend on the uncertain quantities, Opt, ApS, and R2 (or t2). Using the "nominal value" t20 = 4 x 109 yr we have where Apo = 0.6 g cm-3, and the uncertain coefficients are written as 7rx = (r2APo/Po)(7r~/ae) ti 2.1, lrY = (r2OPo/Po)(7rs/ascr) 9.5, (36a, b)
where r2 = R2/R, = 0.351. The coefficients 7rX and lry are not very large but they are not very small either. The variable fluxes (35a,b) create a variable topography R2, on the ICB. They may also produce some stabilizing effect on the geodynamo: if the dynamo generates a too big magnetic field then dissipation, QD, increases making the temperature increase, t9 Y > 0, and both IA and I2 decrease, then convection becomes less vigorous and magnetic field decreases. Another, and may be even stronger, stabilizing effect could arise if 3 rapidly increases with the increase of magnetic field, (Braginsky and Meytlis, 1990) . This would lead to smoothing out density inhomogeneities which drive the convection. Variable fluxes are responsible for the effects which, though interesting, are not of prime significance for the geodynamo. The geodynamo energetics is determined by the main fluxes, (33) and (34), which drive the convection from the top and from the bottom. The core cooling and the inner core rate of growth, R2, are determined by the total heat balance (29). It is written in BR95 in the form t20/t2 = 3t20-1i2/R2 = (QM -QR)/Q*.
The coefficient Q* depends on material properties. It is given by Eq. (8.40) of BR95, and the estimate Q* ti 2.1 x 1012 W is obtained with the material properties assumed above. Equation (37a) implies an interesting restriction on the Nusselt number, Nu = QM/Q1. Rewriting Eq. (37a) as
and using t20 > t2 we obtain Nu > Q*/Qi ti 0.4. The core-mantle coupling should be taken into account and may introduce another UP. Despite numerous discussions even the amplitude of coupling is not yet reliably estimated. The Taylor's (1963) suggestion-simply to put it to zero is not proven. The coupling, though small, may be significant, as the example of the Model-Z shows (Braginsky, 1994) . The total stress acting in q5-direction on the core from the mantle can be parametrized in the form of a linear friction:
where Vl and VM are the fluid and the mantle q-velocities at r = R1, f is a form function, and fm is a magnitude of the stress which can be taken as an additional UP.
One more parameter, 7ro = r2OIT /I1 comes from Eq. (23b). It is connected with the increase of I2 due to a heat flux from the inner core. This parameter is small, ti r2, and we do not include it in the list below.
Several other effects are ignored in BR95. One of them is the steering of the core by Poincare force due to Earth's precession, and related motions (Malkus, 1994) . The effect of the stably stratified layer on the CMB also is not considered here. The existence of this layer seems highly probable after the work of Braginsky (1993) , and the author plans to investigate its influence on the geodynamo in the future paper. Additional parameters accounting for the mantle asphericity, the global scale topography of the CMB, and chemical interactions between core and mantle also could be introduced. However, such a formal addition of UP's, corresponding to poorly known effects, would not enrich our understanding of the situation, therefore we prefer to write down here the shortest list of UP's.
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The "top flux", IM = h, is determined by a poorly known difference QM -Qi . The "bottom fluxes" I2 and I2 are proportional to the difference QM -QR, where the amount of radioactive heating is unknown. This means that the "feeding" of the dynamo from the top and from the bottom is determined by different parameters.
Let us denote IN = I2 + I2 Y. We introduce a following non-dimensional parameter which measures a comparative power of top and bottom sources of the core convection: Glatzmaier and Roberts (1996a) assumed QR = 0 and Nu = 1.33, this gives KMN = 0.25-a rather small value corresponding to a "bottom feeding" domination. Not all parameters in the list (39) are of the same significance. The first three of them determine the energetic of the geodynamo, and the form and the intensity of the convection, therefore they influence the geodynamo properties most strongly. By using the word "three" we mean that only the magnitude of the turbulent diffusivity, Dt = I ` I /,l is taken into account. One can rewrite these three main dynamo parameters as Dt, Nu, and KMN.
Comparison of the Geodynamo Models with Observations
The main body of information about the geodynamo comes from observations of the geomagnetic field and its secular variations (SV) of the following time scales: a) short period secular variations (SSV) on the decade time scale, t3 < 102 yr. b) SV in the convectional time scale (geodynamo time scale), t, -103-104 yr, observed by archeo-and paleomagnetic methods. Characteristic times -104 yr and -103 yr were revealed in the "regular" SV and in the reversals. Both times can be understood from qualitative physical considerations.
The first one is a magnetic diffusion time, rr,t " L2/,q,. needed for a strong restructuring of the geodynamo and its magnetic field. Here -r,7 r 104 yr corresponds to L -700 km-a reasonable characteristic length.
The second one is a period of "slow" hydromagnetic waves which can be exited by unstable stratification in conjunction with a large magnetic field and fast rotation (Braginsky, 1964b (Braginsky, , 1967 . These waves are traveling in the q5-direction, eastward and westward, and provide both the SV with periods -103 yr and the asymmetric velocities needed to generate poloidal field. They have been called MAC-waves because Magnetic, Archimedean and Coriolis forces (together with the pressure gradient) are mutually balanced in them. Periods of MAC-waves can be estimated by equating in order of magnitude the magnetic and Coriolis forces: B2/poL -po2SZwL, whence WMAC ^' B2(popo21lL2)-1 .
For B , 150 G and L -103 km it gives 'rMAC = 27r/WMAC ^' 103 yr. Is the geodynamo predominantly regular or chaotic ? The answer to this most interesting question depends crucially on stability of the mutually interacting MAC-waves. Two extreme scenarios may be imagined. In the first scenario, the nonlinear MAC-waves fall into a small number of rather stable clusters. These clusters gradually evolve in concert with the slow evolution of the axisymmetric background. In the second scenario, a chaotic set of MAC-waves develops that defines a type of large-scale wave turbulence in the core, one that overlaps with the small-scale turbulence. In the first scenario, the geodynamo is predominantly regular with the local turbulence superimposed on the laminar flow. This small-scale turbulent motion replaces molecular diffusion, but the dynamo generation mechanism is maintained by smooth regular motions. In the second scenario, the geodynamo is predominantly chaotic. It possesses a turbulence of rather large linear scale, which performs both the tasks of diffusing the density inhomogeneities and of generating the magnetic field.
Full nonlinear theory of MAC-waves should emerge as an integral part of a complete dynamo model, and these results are to be tested against the observed field. There is, however, another way to find and use many OP in case of a regular dynamo. One can build a simplified model of a MAC-waves pattern with some parameters and fit these parameters to the known observational data. The results of such a work could give an analytical approximation for the MAC-wave interference pattern, and its parameters (frequencies, amplitudes and phases of the MAC-waves) can be used as the OP. If a good enough set of data is available then one can hope to find out by this modeling-whether the geodynamo is predominantly regular or chaotic. Braginsky (1974) tried this method by fitting the model that includes both MAC-waves and the fundamental oscillation of geomagnetic dipole to the SV for the last 2000 yr. The geomagnetic potential was approximated by a truncated Gauss series that retained only the f, m < 2 terms. Coefficients go and g2 were approximated by periodic curves with parameters; a period To = 8 x 103yr was assumed for g°. The Gauss coefficients with m 0 were expressed in the form 97(t) _ f fq (t)cos(wegt + 57) , he (t) _ fe9 (t)sin(w t + Seq) .
The field described by a pair (gm, , he) is represented by waves travelling westward and eastward, q = 1, 2, and by one standing wave, q = 0, so that we0 = 0. The existence of standing SV was shown by Yukutake and Tachinaka (1969) . The model was fitted to the following set of data: 11 sets of Gauss coefficients for the last 500 years, together with the Archeomagnetic data on magnitude, inclination and declination of the magnetic field (total 223 values from 10 locations) for 0-1500 AD. It turns out that the fitted frequencies satisfy approximately the following resonance conditions: w, ± Wq = W,., mp ± mq = m,.. Then these conditions were adopted for (42a,b). All w were expressed as a combination of Wl and w2, which greatly reduced the number of parameters to be fitted. It was found wl = 23° /century and W2 = 2 W 1
Unfortunately the scarce archeomagnetic data did not lead to convincing results. Much more data have been accumulated at present, so that much better results can be obtained now. If the geodynamo simulation exhibits a rather regular magnetic field then a detailed comparison of the simulated field with the observed geomagnetic field is possible. In this case a good coincidence of the simulated field with the observed one would make it certain that the numerical model corresponds to a realistic geodynamo, and its UP's approximate the ones of the Earth. For a chaotic dynamo only statistical averages of the SV can be used as OP, e.g. like those obtained by Kono and Tanaka (1995) . And an external field of a chaotic dynamo is probably not very sensitive to UP. Therefore, it would be harder (hopefully still possible) to obtain a proof of reality for a chaotic geodynamo model. Perhaps an investigation of the dipole reversals with detailed paleo-data, picturing the SV generated by MAC-waves inside the reversal process, could give us better understanding of the geodynamo and add new OP.
Additional constraints can be derived from complementary parts of geophysics. For example, data about length of day variation and about the pole motion provide some information about the core-mantle interaction and angular momentum exchange. The SV data together with an adequate theory of the SV, accounting for the stably stratified layer on the CMB, give the possibility to find the fluid velocity on the CMB. This velocity can be used to test a numerical geodynamo model. Developments in seismology open a new opportunities in probing the core motions. For example, Song and Richards (1996) detected -1°/yr rotation of the inner core by tracing the changes in direction of its axis of seismic anisotropy. A geodynamo model should give the correct value of atQN; for example, the model by Glatzmaier and Roberts (1996a,b) meets this condition.
A mechanism of the mantle heat transfer determines the flux QM which is crucial for the core convection. It would be nice if the mantle convection theory provided a geodynamo modeling with the QM. The processes in the mantle are, however, very complicated, and perhaps, conversely, the results of the geodynamo theory will provide the mantle theory with the QM. Ideally the mantle and the core should be considered together.
Matching the geological evolution of the geodynamo with the history of the Earth as a whole provides additional constraints for the geodynamo model. For example, Loper (1991) explains that it is "difficult to construct a thermal history of the core having a growing inner core and uniform source of power for the geodynamo with a significant amount of radioactive heating in the core" due to a presence of 40K. The growing inner core, however, is not a necessary attribute of the geodynamo, so the difficulty can be avoided.
The following succession of events can be imagined. Assume that at present there is such amount of 40K in the core which produces the heating comparable with Q', and influences the value of KMN significantly, say QR ti 2 Q1 ti 2.5 x 1012 W. A half life of 40K is 1.25 x 109yr, hence the heating rate would have been 12 times greater at 4.5 x 109 yr ago. This huge source, -30 x 1012 W, would strongly heat the core, therefore the inner core was absent at the "beginning". The thermal D" layer will develop on the CMB, and large QM will be established, able to drive a thermal geodynamo in spite of its low efficiency. Note that if the "initial dynamo" was working not very far from the threshold ("everything -1") it could produce comparable toroidal and poloidal fields -BI -20 G. This would give the observed field on the Earth's surface an order of magnitude greater than the present field. The strong heating should finish after (2-2.5) x 109yr, when the heat generation is reduced by about 3-4 times. After some more cooling the inner core would start growing, and a modern type geodynamo would emerge. In that case t2 -(1.5-2) x 109yr. If we assume that t2= 1.5 x 109 yr, then for the modern dynamo we obtain from Eq. (37b) the following estimates: Nu 1.5, and the top-bottom ratio KMN 0.5. Another opportunity for QR 54 0 could be a presence of long living radioactive isotopes in the core which can hardly be ruled out with confidence.
Conclusions
The realistic geodynamo is to be found in the UP-space which is at least 3-dimensional. This number of dimensions corresponds to the assumption that the geodynamo is mostly determined by the following main UP: the magnitude of the turbulent diffusivity, Dt, and the values of QM -Ql and QM -QR which govern the top and bottom codensity fluxes. The values of UP for the past and present geodynamos are to be found by fitting the geodynamo simulation results to OP. Chances to locate the position of a modern geodynamo in the UP-space are much better if the Earth's dynamo is of a regular type.
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